The absence of effect of gene copy number and mRNA level on the amount of mAb secretion from mammalian cells.
Recombinant human antibody production represents a major growing class of biopharmaceuticals based on the technological progress within the last decades especially in CHO cells. The HIV neutralizing human monoclonal antibody 2F5 was developed as hybridoma from human lymphocyte preparations. In order to estimate the potential of recombinant 2F5-expressing CHO cells, we generated different recombinant CHO cell lines by varying regulatory sequences, the codon usage, the signal peptides, and the transfection technique. These 2F5-expressing cell lines were developed by selection of the best producer, clone homogeneity, and clone stability. The gene copy number of the clones differed significantly due to methotrexate amplification. In one cell line, we identified only one copy of heavy chain and two copies of light chain. Neither the gene copy number nor the promoter was found to influence the amount of transcript exclusively emphasizing the positioning effect of the transgene. Messenger RNA levels were highest in 2F5/CO and may have resulted from a combination of the promoter and codon-optimized sequences, but unexpectedly, the amount of secreted product was not elevated in this configuration. In our example, translational and post-translational limitations are responsible for decreased antibody secretion.